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Abstract—One of the contemporary problems, and at the same time a challenge, with development and usage of supply chain Information Systems are the issues associated with privacy and cyber security, which emerged due to new requirements of legal regulations and directives. The human factor belongs to the biggest risks within these issues. Leak of information, phishing, unauthorized access are the main problems. Also vulnerability of the systems due to new information technologies is an important topic. In this paper we discuss development and usage of Information Systems with regard to the security aspects associated to the software development lifecycle. We present our approach on examples of a user authentication process in logistics.

I. INTRODUCTION

The information security and cyber security are strongly associated with the technological infrastructure of computer networks and computer systems processing information. A computer system is secure if the user can rely on its functionality and the installed application software is working consequently the specifications. Developing software applications with compliance to the user requirements is not sufficient, because the developed systems should additionally be secure and consistent with the current state of law regulations.

In this paper we will approach a problem of the exchange of a vast amounts of data in supply chains with respect to the data privacy and security issues. There is the European Union’s General Data Protection Directive GDPR concerning the protection of natural person with regard to the processing of personal data [1]. On the background of this regulation and of the Payment Services Directive 2 PSD2 [2], which are concerning transaction systems on financial markets, and Fintech [3], the development of the secure software business applications turns out into a great challenge. In our paper we will suggest some improvements to the IS’s development process, which result from the above stated system requirements and the further implications regarding privacy and data security aspects.

The supply chain defines the network that comprehends all the organizations and activities associated with the flow and transformation of goods from the raw material stage, through to the end user, as well as the associated information flow [4]. In our paper we will concentrate on threats and possible solutions demanded for the secure supply chain activities and flow of information.

In the inter-organizational information systems, which link the companies to their suppliers, distributors and customers, a movement of information through electronic links takes place across organizational boundaries, between separately owned organizations. It requires not only the electronic linkage in form of basic electronic data interchange systems (as for purchase orders), but also the interactions in complex cash applications and information systems or an access to shared technical databases. Thus, the problems associated with the privacy and security are also very viable in supply chains contexts.

The credibility of information as also especially the trustworthiness of the participants in supply chains is required. In transportation and logistics, in order to eliminate a possibility of the documents frauds, non-existent suppliers or recipients, an essential element of the risk elimination in supply chains is the credibility ensured by an authentication.

We believe, that the enterprise information systems being a part in a logistic supply chains should be secured during all stages of their life-cycle, and will give some guidelines for development-time und run-time of the IS.

The security concerns become additionally significant with the regulations like General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) in the European Union and other regulations to be expected coming soon. The problem is that they use terms like “reasonable security procedures” or “appropriate practices” and do not advice what type of technology is needed to protect the personal and enterprise data. They only state generally about the responsibility of the organizations to keep data secure [5].

Therefore, as stated previously, in our paper we will analyze how to integrate the needed privacy and (cyber) security aspects into the life cycle of Information systems to
ensure the above mentioned secure procedures and appropriate practices. For this aim the rest of the paper is organized as follows.

In Section 2 we will characterize the main threats and vulnerability aspects considering the information systems security due to the usage of new emerging IT solutions and the influence of EU regulations associated with privacy and security concerns. In Section 3 we will review some aspects of cyber security and then propose some solutions applicable for developing and using information systems. The aspects of information security due to the problems with user authentication and data access control are the main topics in Section 4. In Section 5 we give some examples for conducting user authentication and show how they can support an achievement of the required privacy needs for IS of enterprises according to the EU regulations. In the last Section we conclude our work.

II. VULNERABILITY OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS SECURITY DUE TO NEW TECHNOLOGIES

The numerous cyber attacks associated with, i.e. a stealing of the identity, the leaks of vulnerable data, or the frauds in billion of dollars yearly raised new approaches in the risk taxing, as for instance shown by Global Economic Crime an Fraud Survey for 2018 in [6]. The rethinking of the ways and approaches for development and usage of software systems and considering the proper handling of modern technologies, and also the computer networks security problems are needed. In addition, the raising numbers of mobile technology users of Smartphones and tablets with the integrated Wi-Fi equipment, and the widening popularity of operation systems like Android and iOS, caused that the mobile systems are replacing gradually the traditional computer systems.

In [7] there is a diagram depicting the percentage of the mobile OS used on market based on the report showing the growing dominance of the mobile operating systems in the last two years. The mobile devices are currently used for the e-mail checking, news viewing, the communication in social networks, and also for the payments. Operating in such environments often requires a usage and sending of vulnerable private data, such as private contact data or/and the bank account information directly with the mobile devices. It could happen that a user do not have the sufficient consciousness and knowledge of the threats caused by the neglecting of the security features on the stage of software application development.

Considering the human factor, there could be also the security risks connected with the intended conscious handling of some enterprises or programmers developing software applications, which are acting in contradiction with the users aims and also the laws regulations with the aim of processing and stealing of vulnerable user data. Examples of such behavior are known, and widely described in the Internet and include the deeds such as notorious hacker groups, the hybrid warfare [8, 9, 10], up to the cyber troops [10, 11].

We believe that activities aimed at eliminating of vulnerabilities related with the human factor could be the particularly the forecasting of the attacks, such as attack vector [12] (i.e. email attachments, pop-up windows, deception, chat rooms, viruses and instant messages) and also regarding them possibly early already on the stage of developing software and the by usage and maintenance of IS. Such actions will be needed not only for new systems (developed from scratch), but also in maintaining already existing relative new modern and legacy systems.

Moreover, considering the vulnerabilities enumerated by the Open Web Application Security Project OWASP Foundation [13], the counteractions, or possibly elimination of the some threats is also strongly desirable by defining constrains for systems, which are using new technologies like cloud computing [14] and/or blockchain [15].

By developing software systems there will be some additional basic considerations viable for aims of their future security. To begin with gathering of user requirements and enhancing them with the law regulations related to the user privacy and data security aspects. A proper choice of the software architecture of a software system, which will be supporting the required security needs, and also the secure procedures for user authentication and system access control are recommended. There are also some additional aspects in the development phase, as for instance the usage of libraries, which are resistant to the buffer overflow, eliminating of the redundancy by avoiding linkage to the external resources, and also eliminating redundancy in computer network communication between the hosts, etc. We will consider these requirements in the following Sections.

III. CYBER SECURITY SOLUTIONS

While the ERP systems with the embedded automated financial settlements are the constituents of supply chains, their authentication process should accomplished at a proper security level. For this reason to stay in accordance with formal requirements, the systems in logistics and supply chains should meet the requirements of the dynamic authentication in order to eliminate a possibility of hijacking or the replay attack as in case of a spoofing attack.

The authentication and access control to digital resources are the crucial elements for ensuring security in a cyberspace. The EU Regulation 2015/1502 from 8th of September 2015 defines the minimal technical specifications and the procedures for the assurance levels of electronic identification and trust services for electronic transactions at the internal Europe Union market. The regulation defines tree assurance levels [16] as:

- Low,
- Substantial, and
- High.
They should be applied for electronic identification means issued under an electronic identification scheme. Additionally in the regulation the “dynamic authentication” is defined with the meaning of “an electronic process using cryptography or other techniques to provide a means of creating on demand an electronic proof that the subject is in control or in possession of the identification data and which changes with each authentication between the subject and the system verifying the subject's identity”.

According to this regulation for the substantial and high assurance levels in authentication mechanism, the sending of person identification data should be preceded by a reliable verification method by the electronic identification means, and its validity assured by a dynamic authentication.

For this electronic proof it is also required to be modified (to alter) with each new user authentication, as well as to be resistant to the attempts of off-line analysis.

For meeting of the above requirements included in the EU regulation, concerning the dynamic authentication mechanisms, we believe that a promising solution may be the usage of cryptography with one-time passwords or one-time key, referred to as OTP [12]. A proof for semantic security of crypto-systems constructed with regard to the rule for one-time key in cryptography was given in year 1949 by C. Schannon in [17]. Nevertheless, the research efforts regarding secure cryptographic systems implementing the OTP rules are still ongoing.

We should emphasize the fact that the systems, which implement the OTP rule are potentially resistant to the cryptanalysis with the quantum computers. Cryptography considered as resistant to the attacks by usage of quantum computing is referred as post-quantum cryptography [18].

The transaction security is also required in Fintech services, such as e-banking, e-health, etc., where the keeping anonymity and also the user authentication should be in accordance with the high assurance level. At the same time the dynamic authentication on the middle and high assurance levels, as for data which is secret and with all right reserved, is defined by the Payment Service Directive (EU) PSD2.

It is to emphasize that the above mentioned GDPR and PSD2 have been indeed introduced as regulations, but until now, the applications implementing the dynamic authentication systems conforming to these requirements are lacking.

There are some known approaches to a deal with the above problem of a secure authentication, like a research on the one-time keys in user authentication method RUBLON [19]. In the RUBLON system based on a solution given in the patent [20] is applied, and it conforms to the OTP and semantic security requirements. What is more, on the base of the solution included in the patent [20] the enterprise DCD has applied this solution in the project CryptONE (unconditional secure crypto-processor [21]), where the decryption takes place with one-time passwords.

The concept of Industry 4.0 [22] has shown some digital trends, such as the process automation and usage of the artificial intelligence in the decision processes. Therefore, in the future the authentication not only of the persons and entities, but also of the devices and the processes will be needed.

Regarding the trust, privacy and security aspects in the life-cycle of information systems with respect to the threats and vulnerabilities discussed in Section 2, below we summarize and suggest some guidelines for development and system usage (run-time) in the IS lifecycle.

In the development and implementation stages of the lifecycle, beginning with the system analysis phase, the obtained user requirements should be complemented with the requirements resulting from the law regulations concerning privacy and security. It especially applies to of data to be exchanged by Information systems in Supply Chain Management SCM in cloud environments as presented in [23]. Thus, the new technologies like cloud computing are offering potentially more secure data storage based on duplication and distribution [24].

In the system development and implementation stages there are some additional important issues to be regarded as crucial for more reliable protection of privacy and security aspects of software systems, such as:

- A deliberate choice of a system architecture,
- A secure (user) authentication procedure and data access control,
- A choice of the appropriate libraries according to the security requirements,
- The strict rules for the usage of external sources,
- The following the network security rules and the usage of appropriate computer network protocols,
- The proper packet management in mobile devices.

The first issue is a decision for a choice of the system architecture, like centralized, (or decentralized) or Cloud Computing usage, and it is dependent on the kind of a developed application, i.e. the usage of further technologies such as blockchain. The expansion of the systems based on new cloud technologies and cloud computing [25] by using services as IaaS – Infrastructure as the System, PaaS - Platform as a service, SaaS – System as a service, as also the growing usage of mobile devices set additional requirements on implementing solutions for an access to the remote data resources. It is particularly important to regard whether the system is processing personal data, according to the EU GDPR rules, or it is a transaction system – in accordance with the PSD2 directive. In such cases the additional considerations to cyber security are desirable and needed.
In case of the Client/Server n-tier architectures the sensitive personal data should reside on a back-end data server without a direct Internet access.

The second issue – the process of authentication procedure and data access control should be conducted in accordance with the requirements of PSD2 Directive. Therefore, we suggest to consider the two-factor authentication 2FA, with the cryptographic strong second factor. We can also recommend a usage of an authentication method based on Challenge-Response, as proposed in OCRA specification [26]. Moreover, the usage of one-time keys OTP is recommended, as mentioned in the previous Section. This way of usage of OCRA and OTP is simple to implement and will increase the security of the (user) authentication process.

The third implementation issue is a deliberate choice of appropriate libraries according to the security requirements. The libraries resistant to buffer overflow and the adequate programming methods for strict control of data types are recommended, as described in [12].

The next issue is a deliberate usage of external sources. The rules for conscious usage of external sources, especially for mobile applications should include the possible restrictions of a necessary usage of the external resources and libraries [28].

The network security rules and usage of appropriate computer network protocols should be carried out according to the principles indicated by W. Stallings and L. Brown in [12].

The last issue, is a proper packet management for mobile devices. A developed software should prefer the usage of packages that are resident on the device, i.e. not dynamically loaded during their usage at the run-time.

At the running (operational) phase, we also emphasize one more time the crucial role of a secure user authentication and the usage of dynamically changing one-time keys. These issues will be considered in the next two Sections.

IV. AUTHENTICATION METHODS

From the perspective of the enterprizes the problems with data protection in business processes can be seen from the different perspectives, as described in [23] and [24]. The one perspective is considering the security and privacy of sensitive business data which belongs to the enterprise or its partners in the supply chain. Anther point of view the is protection of the privacy of individuals.

Regarding the reliability and quality of service QoS for e-Business, the critical role of the IS security is one of the major business management responsibility. According to [4], the security encompasses the policies, the organizational procedures and technical measures used to guarantee a proper functioning of IS and protecting the enterprise against the consequences of malfunctioning. A guaranteed level of service performance should be delivered in accordance with Service Level Agreement SLA addressing the QoS of the source [4].

Regarding the trust in e-Business, where the contacts related to transactions occur by means of databases and computer networks, there are additional trade risks like: man-in-the-middle attack, spoofing, hacking, denial of service attacks, etc. The extent of this kind of attacks covers the manipulation of data, intentional use of a false identity or attacking the enterprise’s portal. Therefore the security requirements imply the infrastructure availability, the network level protection and the message security.

Moreover, the transparency and audit-ability of the transactions, their non-repudiation and certification are the further needs. The message (information) security requirements demand a safeguarding of a user authentication. In addition, information integrity and confidentiality are also crucial. In this paper we concentrate on one chosen aspect of the message security – the user authentication which is a combination of claiming an identity and its verification proving that the identity is as claimed [4].

For user authentication as one of the message security requirements, a broad spectrum of the guidelines, and approaches, are known and available [12]. For instance, the rules for a user authentication are defined in the Digital Authentication Guideline NIST SP [27]. In this publication the authentication of the user is defined as the process of assurance (assertion) of the identity of the users introduced to the system. Further, in Protecting Controlled Unclassified Information in NIST [26] there are lists with security requirements for identification and authorization services classified as two basic requirements, and eleven secondary, derived requirements. A common digital model for digital authentication as defined in [27] includes few key roles entities and some functions needed in the authentication procedure.

In the above model, if the requester addresses the registration authority RA to become a subscriber of the confidential service provider CSP, the registration authority RA is the trusted party, that ensures (states and credits) the identity of the user (requester). The credential is the data structure connecting the identity with additional verifiable attributes needed in the process of authentication of the claimant to the verifier. In the process of verification of user authentication there are four basic common way like: some information known to the person, some kind of things possessed by the person (referred to as a token), the aspects to the physical person (the static or/and dynamic biometrics). Generally the enumerated factors can be used in separation, or can be combined together. Nevertheless, there could be some problems with using of each method. Therefore the multifactor authentication is considered to be a proper solution. In the next Section we present our approach to the authentication problem.
V. EXAMPLES FOR USER AUTHENTICATION - PROPOSED SOLUTIONS

Regarding the GDPR Regulation and PSD2 directives, from which the requirements considering privacy and information security should be fulfilled by the information systems, in this Section we will give some subsequent examples of a possible user authentication processes by using the HTTP protocol [29] for authentication aims for Web-based applications. The HTTP protocol is commonly used by the implementation of the Web-applications; at present the recommendation for business is the usage the HTTP/2.0+ push protocol.

In Fig. 1 are depicted the three stages of the gradual development of this protocol - beginning with HTTP/1.1, then the following HTTP/2.0, to the HTTP/2.0+ push development stage. The development process of the subsequent stages has taken into account the aim of the minimization of the needed connections between the client and the server of a software application.

Using HTTP/1.1 protocol for opening of a Web page requires even three full transactions with the transmission of the elements containing the website descriptions. However, in the currently recommended version by W3C of the HTTP/2.0+ push protocol, the opening or refreshing of a website requires only one connection. The eliminating of unnecessary connections also significantly positive affects the security concerns, because it eliminates at the same time the possibility of seizing sessions and man-in-the-middle attacks to the necessary minimum, and this way reduces the risk of impersonating another users. It seems right, that good practices used in the development of HTTP, should also be utilized in systems applied for user authentication.

The second example is a simple authentication mechanism shown in Fig. 2, which uses only one single connection. This authentication method uses the asymmetric cryptography, also known as public key cryptography, which means, it uses public and private keys to encrypt and decrypt data. But in the process of the authentication the Client is using a secure private key denoted as prK and a secret password P to compute a cryptogram:

\[ S = \text{Crypt}(P, prK). \]

The server, which knows the shared secret password P, performs the decryption by using the public key pubK in the method Decrypt(S, pubK) and verifies if the shared secret is known by the client; the cryptographic function Crypt() is a known cryptographic algorithm with a public key. As a cryptographic algorithm proposed for the analysis aims we recommend the usage of the RSA schema described in [30]. In this method, as shown in Fig. 2, the authentication mechanism uses only a single connection.

However, this simple authentication method can not be regarded as secure, and is vulnerable to the various attacks by unauthorized users. A simple attack is presented in Fig. 3, where the hacker has an option of intercepting the cipher text S and so impersonating another user by using the captured cipher text. This method is referred to as sniffing accomplished by the Web communications and spoofing by another user.

The most secure authentication method is based on asymmetric cryptography and a cryptographic hash function named Hash [31]. This is a mathematical algorithm that maps data of an arbitrary size to a bit string of a fixed size (a hash) and is designed to be a one-way function, that is, a function, which is infeasible to be inverted [31].
The proposed method uses the asymmetric cryptography and the cryptographic hash function - SHA2, in the authentication case shown in Fig. 4.

One must realize that removing parts of data will lead to results with lesser granularity, but this is a price, which must be paid to stay on the safe side and to stay compliant with the privacy rights.

![Fig. 4 Example authentication using asymmetric cryptosystems](image)

In contrast to the known methods, which are using the hash function, in this solution the IP – the Internet protocol number was proposed as one of the input parameters for the hash function SHA2(P?IP). In this case the secret password P is aggregated with known IP and from this value a Client generates a cryptogram Crypt(SHA2(), prK). The proposed method is eliminating the possibility of simple spoofing, because this way we authenticate only the user, which has the valid IP number. However, acting according to this scheme does not protect against cryptanalytic attacks known to asymmetric cryptographic systems such as RSA.

In the scheme depicted in Fig. 4 we use a fixed cryptographic key, and this way we allow the off-line analysis of the private cryptographic keys.

![Fig. 5 Challenge-Response method in Client authentication method](image)

In Fig. 5 there is a new situation depicted, where a Client uses another authentication method named the Challenge-Response protocol. In this method only the hash functions are used; the method is used in OCRA. This method uses a constant function for a validation of the Response, and the Challenge can be regarded as variable value changing with each authentication.

In the last example (see Fig. 6) we give a proposal of Challenge-Response method based on the solution described in [20].

![Fig. 6 Proposed Challenge-Response with OTP method in Client authentication](image)

In Fig 6. a Challenge-Response authentication method is depicted, which is offering the perfect security of an authentication. In this solution, a high level of security is achieved through the authentication, which is using the advantages of OTP in asymmetric cryptography encryption and the hashing SHA2 method in the Challenge-Response mechanism. Additionally this proposal uses RSA, where the changeable shared value prKeys is a set of \( \{k_1, k_2, \ldots, k_i\} \) and as a Challenge we are using the differential value \( \Delta k = k_{i+1} - k_i \). In this case, even if someone is knowing the value \( \Delta k \), it will be not possible to determine either the \( k_i \) or \( k_{i+1} \).

The last shown method guarantees the semantic security, i.e. an adversary hacker can not gain even a partial information about an encrypted message (password) [32]. Therefore we recommend to undertake the user authentication in information systems collaborating in supply chains with usage of this method, as being the most appropriate for satisfying the requirements of cyber security, due to the EU regulations.

The last solution presented in this Section (depicted in Fig. 6) also conforms to the requirements of OTP and should be also resistant to the attacks with quantum computing, because, as stated above, the equation system given in the Fig 6 has no solution.
In this Section we gave some concrete examples for the authentication of the user (or processes) and also a proposal for an authentication of an information source, meeting the requirements ISO/IEC 2911, and also the European Directive from the 8th of September 2015 No. 1502 regarding the dynamically authentication.

VI. CONCLUSION

Already Alvin Toffler, Future Shock and Third Wave author, has indicated that the next phase of the industrial development will be the information society, where the information will have a particular value [33].

In the context of a rapid development of modern information technologies and digitalization, there is a growing importance of new factors that could threaten the security of logistics processes. It may be due to the wrong decisions caused by false (unreliable, insufficient, or incorrect) information, or caused by non-compliance with the required procedures or wrong (false) documents.

A solution trying to tackle such vulnerability problems is for instance a proposal of the COBIT 5 Information Security Framework for reducing cyber attacks on SCM systems [34]. However the COBIT framework does not take into consideration the concerns associated with the security of the authentication, which are based on the norms ISO/IEC 29115, and the European directive 1502/2015, as nowadays required.

According to [35] there are seven security concerns, which are addressing the main problems in contemporary supply chains: the inventory theft, the mismanagement of cloud access, the smuggling, the increased piracy, the physical device tampering, trusting data to a third party vendor, and the IoT Sensor compromise.

The physical threats like the smuggling or the piracy are out of scope of the considerations of this paper. The inventory theft is in fact a physical threat, however the credibility of the stocks of the inventories still remains important. The physical device tampering can cause the corruption of the data or disruption of the devices (or chips).

Furthermore, the IoT sensor data represents an another possible attack vector.

From the above concerns particularly the mismanagement of cloud access due to an improper authentication could lead to serious security risks for supply chains. Therefore credibility of data, and also of the data sources, and on the other hand the audit-ability of the vulnerabilities of enterprise system are becoming crucial to guarantee the security in SCM.

Another important aspect, due to the GDPR is the preventing of data privacy for enterprises offering their services in the EU. In [36] the authors propose an approach for deriving Workflow Privacy Patterns from legal texts; these patterns are meant to support the designing of privacy compliant workflows.

In our paper we have shown some solutions as a proposal for complementing the tools with the elements of a secure authentication, that are also applicable in the context of a usage of the blockchain technology.

The design of software applications with respect to the demanded security and privacy requirements remains one of the current challenge for development and usage of Information systems. The new EU Regulation GDPR and PSD2 concerning the technologies used to support the banking and financial services Fintech, draw attention to the enhancement of required assurance level in security for processing sensitive data. The increasing numbers of incidents with the data leaks and an unauthorized access to digital resources or the denial of service (DOS) and other attacks are the symptoms of the raising problems with proper dealing with cyber security of the systems.

As a one most weak constituent in the system security considerations is the human factor which can not be so easily eliminated. In this paper we suggest the usage of the proper mechanisms, methods, and technologies that could be involved into the life cycle of are the Information systems, (as the constituents of supply chains) with the aim to increase the security of data and the transactions. Accordingly we have highlighted the importance of the deliberate choice of a software architecture, following the security rules during data exchange via computer networks, and also recommend a usage of the technologies, which are viable for a secure user authentication i.e., those with one-time keys.

In the examples in the last Section we have shown some possibilities for reducing the number of the required connections during the user authorization process in order to reduce a possibility of the hacker attacks.

The improvement of information security for information systems, can be achieved especially by using carefully chosen user authentication methods with the aim of fulfillment of the requirements of the high assurance levels of EU regulations.

The aim of this paper was to present the authentication methods conforming to the all three assurance levels given in [16]. The proposed solution presented in Section 5, in the last sixth example is a unique new solution, which fulfills the substantial and high assurance level of this EU Directive. The proposed method guarantees the realization of a dynamic authentication needs, as defined in this regulation and required by GDPR and PSD2. Thus we suggest the usage of this method in association with the technologies like block chain and cloud computing.

In the future we will further investigate the security aspects of Information systems and especially consider the diverse methods for a secure user authentication.

Currently recommended is the usage of HTTPS and TLS protocols with elliptic curve sieve [37] with a small size of the encryption key. In the future we will consider the enhancement of this solution where the usage of RSA in the cryptography could be substituted by the application of the
elliptic curves or a lattice-based cryptography. Such solutions will be needed with the emerging quantum computing (post-quantum cryptography).
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